
Living Small
in the Big City

Somewhere in Los 
Angeles right this 

minute, a bungalow 
is being bulldozed to 
make way for a new 
mini-mansion built 

lot line to lot line in a 
bid to maximize space 

and home value. As that 
familiar scene played out 
in their West Hollywood 

neighborhood, Stacie Stukin 
and Stephen DeBro decided 
that a smart restoration was 

more their style.
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T he couple’s 1927 cottage  
registers in at 1,100 square 
feet of living space…making 
it a bona fide tiny house, 

before tiny houses were cool. The 
classic California bungalow likely 
housed workers who were con-
structing a railway that once ran 
along Santa Monica Boulevard. 

Stacie has lived in and loved the 
house for years. Its location put 
Naturally’s West Coast editor in a 
front row seat for tracking emerging 
trends. When Stephen, a documentary 
filmmaker and producer, entered the 
picture and they married 11 years ago, 
the location was still prime, but the 
nest became, well, cozier. 

It seemed clear the cottage could 
use some upgrading for both emotion-
al and practical reasons. “Since I had 
lived in the house for many years it felt 
like ‘my’ house,” Stacie says. “When 
we got married, Stephen and I wanted 
to make it ‘our’ house by renovating.” 
And then there was the bathroom: “It 
was so small we couldn’t be in it at the 

same time,” she says. Getting ready for 
work required advance planning.

To gain needed elbow room, they 
could have maxed out the property 
lines or added a second story, but in 
the planning stages of the renovation 
they came to a right-size conclusion. 
“We decided we just didn’t need 
that much space,” Stacie says simply. 
“What we really wanted to do was 
renovate to fit our needs and retain 
the integrity of the house.”

To do that, they opted to stay within 
the footprint of the original cottage, 
making only minor structural changes. 
Of course, a bigger bathroom was a 
foregone conclusion. “Since we only 
had one,” Stacie says, “we decided to 
make it kind of luxe.” Borrowing space 
from a dead-end hallway, the two 
gained room for a sleek glass shower 
and a separate, show-stopping tub. 
“People say to me all the time, ‘I bet 
you don’t even use the tub,’” she says. 
“But I do…and often. To me, it’s the 
ultimate pampering element…who 
doesn’t need a little pampering?”
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Though Stacie originally shopped for a classic 
clawfoot model, the sculptural Victoria + Albert 
tub caught her eye, encapsulating  the couple’s 
vision for their home. “I started by looking at 
more traditional types that would be in keeping 
with the time period of the house,” says Stacie. 
“But when I saw this tub it meshed with our 
desire to create a modern interpretation of a 
bungalow. It evokes the era but with modern 
lines and simplicity.”

Elegant marble and utilitarian subway tile 
set a clean stage for the Kohler fixtures, part of 
a “save to splurge” design philosophy that plays 
out throughout the house. In the kitchen, the big 
save was the 1948 O’Keefe and Merritt stove that 
Stacie and her father unearthed in an L.A. junk 
store 20 years ago and purchased for a song. “I 
cook and bake a lot,” says Stacie. “And I know 
this oven. It’s indestructible. These were made 
right here in L.A., using defense technology to 
hand-render them from thousands of parts. So I 
decided to keep it and have it reporcelained in a 
great color—we matched it to a Tiffany box.”

Stories of love and recovery continue to un-
fold throughout the home. In the living room, a 
French chair Stacie inherited from her 104-year-
old aunt looks stunning painted the same color 

as the walls and recovered in striped cotton 
fabric that Stacie had railroaded for a modern 
effect. It sits atop a vintage Native American rug 
from Stephen’s mother’s collection. In the nearby 
bedroom-turned-den, a midcentury easy chair 
belies its humble, antique-mall history (and its 
$65 price tag!) when redressed in yummy but-
terscotch velvet. Next to the sculptural chair 
is a figurine lamp that Stacie rescued from an 
alley in nearby Beverly Hills. “You could point 
to anything in this house and it has a story,” she 
says. “To me it’s easy to walk into one of a mil-
lion stores packed with good taste and amazing 
things. But I love to go shopping and be creative…
to see how you can resurrect something.”

Their furnishings have been curated to fit the 
small rooms using sentiment, size and service as 
parameters. Un-checked collections and frivo-
lous buys have no place in a house where every 
inch is prime real estate. “We put a lot of thought 
into what we really need and value to keep it 
streamlined and superfunctional,” says Stacie. 
In doing so, however, they didn’t sacrifice style. 
“We appreciate aesthetics and pay attention to 
making a beautiful space,” she adds. “But we also 
wanted to make it comfortable and accessible.”

To help them up their home’s livability and 

We maximized 
every bit of space 
trying to keep it 
streamlined and 
super functional.

White cabinetry and a subway tile 
backsplash make the stove stand out. 
A Carrara marble floor and honed 
marble countertops create an elegant 
natural backdrop and add a whisper of 
contrast in the airy bath. The master 
bedroom holds a bed and not much 
more, so Stacie made it luxurious with 
organic Coyuchi bedding. A round Dan-
ish mid-mod table allows traffic to flow 
through the small dining area; its two 
leaves allow room for dinner parties.
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still stay within the original footprint, 
Stacie and Stephen added square 
footage the California way—out the 
back door. Stacie called on her long-
time friend, landscape designer Judy 
Kameon of Elysian Landscapes to 
reimagine their small lot as a private 
oasis with living and dining areas they 
could use every day and for entertain-
ing. To make it happen, the strategy 
for the outdoor living areas was pulled 
from the interiors. “There is not one 
wasted inch,” says Judy. “We really 
developed the outdoor spaces as an 
extension of the house. We wanted to 
make it something beautiful to look at 
but also to make functional spaces that 
they use on a daily basis.”

To bridge the relationship between 
the bungalow and its lot, they looked 
to classic California landscape design 
from the 1930s and ’40s, which was 
surprisingly environmentally aware. 
“The plant culture was quite eclec-
tic,” says Judy. “But it was based on 
what does well in our Mediterranean 
climate, which addresses low-main-
tenance and low-water needs. We 
looked to plantings from like climates 
all over the world for a diverse and 

high-functioning landscape.”
Edibles are central to the plan, of-

fering up not only their natural beauty 
and fragrance but also ready ingredi-
ents for Stacie’s fresh recipes. Fruit 
trees provide shade and privacy, plus 
figs, grapefruit, Meyer lemons…even 
the large pots that flank the front door 
hold kumquat trees. Scented gerani-
ums, herbs and edibles aren’t  
contained to a plot but planted all over 
the yard. “By tucking them here and 
there I’m able to grow more, and it 
gives me the opportunity to wander 
through and experience the whole 
garden,” says Stacie.

All told, the cottage’s minimal space 
ultimately translates into maximum 
style. So much so that it makes some 
guests want to lop off some rooms 
in their own homes just to get to the 
beautiful, bare—and ultimately more 
manageable—essentials of life. Still, 
Stacie is the first to point out that 
there are sacrifices to be made for the 
more streamlined, sustainable ap-
proach. “I do fantasize about having 
a walk-in closet,” she says, “but that‘s 
not going to happen here, so that 
keeps me in control.”

We solved 
small-house 
problems the 
easy way, by 
making out-
door living 

spaces.

Our own West Coast editor, Stacie Stukin, and her husband, Stephen DeBro, shown here with their dog Bean, wanted to create a classic 
modern aesthetic in their bungalow. They carved out lush and private living areas in their small yard by retaining mature rubber trees 
and birds of paradise, then filling in with low-maintenance succulents and edibles. The tiny bubbler fountain distracts from the sounds 
of the city. A second bedroom was co-opted into a den, where furniture is small-scaled and clean-lined for a strong, graphic look.
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